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Editors Message •
;• ,.- ...'.•

As I've said every other month, it seems again that we have
another fairly successful is3ue of "Stardust", and I would like to thank
all of the contributers who have made this possible. Especially those
people who helped with the distribution and the actual printing of
"Stardust".

Speaking of typing, Hr. Veilleux has informed us that we will
no longer have his service as typist so we would like to thank him for
the work he has done.

Anyone who is building a telescope, and thinks they need help,
can contact Bob 31axley, who will be able to refer you to someone.

If anyone is interested in corresponding with U.A.K. (the Windsor
Astronomy Klub), would you please contact me for the address.

As before, articles and etceteras, can be sent to Brian Dowling,
9265 - Strathearn Drive, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, North America, etc.

Brian Dowling

P.S.: If you wish to write letters to the Editor that may help the
Society, please feel free to.

The President's Column

Despite the cold winds whipping over the six-foot drifts to
the side of the driveways leading to the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium the
January meeting of the Edmonton Centre saw a very fine turnout to Director
William Cable's demonstration of the latest planetarium equipment installed
by the staff. Knowing th't only the thin walls of the planetarium separated
us from a temperature of -25°F. he graciously gave us a quick tour of those
warm friendly constellations of the deep south. The Southern Cross,
Centaurus and Scorpio, at least momentarily anyway, stilled our fears of
our cars being frozen solid in the wastelands of Coronation Park. Thank
you again Bill, for the respite !

Our featured speaker for our February 8th meeting will be
Mr. Alan Blackwell of the National Research Council of Canada who is in
charge of the meteorite recovery program, affectionately referred to as
PROJECT MORP (Meteorite Observation and Recovery project). In the clear
skies and unencumbered landscape of the Prairies we have the ideal conditions
for such a program. Headquartered at the University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon, Mr. Blackwell travels extensively across the western provinces
in an effort to track down reports of sightings of these bright meteors.
This shoulci be a meeting well worth taking in.

.

The President's Trophy

For the last three years members of the Centre have competed for
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the distinction of being the top observer in the Centre fulfilling the
conditions set-out by the President. The contest rules for 1971 are as
follows 2-

1. Identify by name, to the Centre President, 15 constellations

2. Sketch auroral displays on two separate nights indicating dates,
times and colours seen.

3. Sketch the Orion iiebula seen either through binoculars or a
small telescope.

4. Observe a 'shower meteor' and record the beginning and end of
its path in the sky in Right Ascension and Declination together
with its magnitude and time and date observed.

. , . . ,

5. Draw the features on the planet Mars on two separate days record
ing the dates, times of observation, Instrument and magnification

v, used and the seeing conditions.

With M|$s in opposition this summer arid being closer'to the earth
in many years the sketches of Mars should not be too difficult. A warning
however ! A Don't expect to see much the first few times at the telescope.
The first time you will be lucky to see even the polar ice cap but each
time after your first view will allow you to see a bit more. Mr. Cable
of the planetarium has agreed to let the members of the Centre to use the
two six-inch reflectors of the establishment to compete in the contest.
Please phone him at 455-0119 in advance of when you want to use them for
your observing. Good luck to all.

i , '•-...

Franklin Loehde

Secretary's Memo :.•

In spite of the very cold weather, our January meeting at the
Planetarium was well attended. We were introduced to quite a few technical
improvements in the theater, and it is nice, to know that at least at one
location in Edmonton, we can count on a clear (and now even blue) sky at
all times.

Apparently, several Centres are already actively preparing for
the total solar eclipse of July, 1972, so it might get pretty crowded in
the Maritime Provinces. Since Edmonton has a direct, daily airline
connection from downtown's Industrial Airport to Inuvik, (which will be
very close to the path of totality), I wonder if any of us will give that
location a try.

I noticed an interesting article in the January issue of Scientific
American. sThe nature of Pulsars" by J.P. Ostriker. It is illustrated by
many graphs, drawings and photographs,

... ....

See you all at our February meeting.

Mrs. Jenny Rusch.
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Observers Group

-' •*

The Group has been quite active the last few months. We have been
meeting every month in Room 271 of Victoria Composite High School with
supplementary meetings at members homes whenever possible. All meetings
are on Friday nights, the regular one at Vic being on the Friday after the
General Meeting. Other meetings are arranged by phone. I would like to
thank Dr. Hube for the excellent talk he gave at our regular meeting in
October, and Jim Roberts for his slide show on the History of the U.S.
space program given at the November meeting, both programs were much ,
enjoyed by all x^ho attended.

The Observers Group has gone on two field trips, one to Cooking
Lake to let a calss of school children from Britannia School look through
our instruments and to receive basic information on astronomy. Many thanks
to all who helped in this educational endeavor.

We are setting up a meteor observation program to begin in April
(Lyrid Showers). Any information pertaining to the Observer's Group,
contact either myself of Randy Moore at these numbersi-

• .' .'. . . •
Bob Blaxley
Randy Moore

•

Disquieting Thoughts ? (No. 5)

Bob Elaxley
(President of the
Observer's Group).

If Professor Carl Lazle of the Nevada Institute of Technology is
right, the human race may be headed for a dead end. 'All this talk about
a population explosion is nothing but nonsense, insists Lazle. Anyone who
has looked at a family tree or genealogical chart recently, knows how many
people it took in past generations to produce just one to-day.,: Lazle
points out that even the simplest family tree contains two parents, four
grandparents, eight great-grandparents, 16 great-great-grandparents, and
so on. He calculates that for each person alive in the 20th century, there
were 150 in the 19th, and 5,500 in the 18th, and that the population of the
earth during the latter part of the Bronze Age probably exceeded 400 billion.
"This might account for the extinction of the dinosaurs1,, suggests Lazle.

The implications of his calculations are clear. If the present
rate of attrition continues unabated, the population of the world know about
three billion-will have shrunk to 100 million by the end of the 21st century
and to less than 3,000 by the year 2150. Whether or not this process can
be reversed is uncertain, 'but one thing is certain", he says, Unless a
major national program is started, the last people on earth will be the
Chinese '.

• •

(Reprinted from the National Lampoon, August 1970).

Double Stars

You don't have to be interested in double stars, but if you want
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to see for change something really beautiful, have a look at some of
them. Sometime everybody gets bored with usual observing, and this is
the;time to try to do something different. Myself, I never paid too much
attention to them, until one night by coincidence by adjusting my finder,
I saw one and since then I have the occasional look.

• •"

gold-blue
yellow-blue
green-ashen
white-white i

yellow-ashen '
yellow-blue
grey-blue-red-white
white-lilac-garnet

white-grey
orange-blue
greenish-white
yellow-ashen
gold-green-red
white-violet-dusky •
greexi-white
yellow-blue
green-white-blue-white
yellow-blue

I hope this will provide some enjoyment and will nake your
observations more enjoyable.

.-": - I -

Andromedae Gamma one of the good ones

Cassiopeia Iota very fine
Ursae Haj. 23 fine contrast

Draconis Mu pretty pair •

Ceti Gamma beautiful

Eridanus 32 magnificent
Orionis Sigma very remarkable
Orionis Theta at least 7 stars

Monocerotis Beta most beautiful

Canis Maj. K 394!i fine pair

Getninorum Alpha one of the finest

Geminorum Kappa delicate

Leonis Gamma very fine •

Virginis Theta fine object •

Cor. Borealis Zeta pretty double
Ilerculis Delta beautiful

Lyrae Epsilon superb
Cygni Beta superb

M. Dostal

Astronomical Quiz
...

1. What constellation is MGC 7686 in ?

2. Is it possible to listen to meteors on a short-wave radio ?

:/a:."

3. When is the next Total Solar Eclipse ?

4. What is the mag. of the iioon ?

5. How many A.U. is Earth from the sun ?

6. How long is a Sidereal month ?
.....

7. One parsec is 3.260 l.y. true or false ?

. • . :;;,. ••;• :'•

•

•

:

.

• ... . .....

•:'''' ... '• •'.::••.:

8. How many companions to the Great Andromeda Galaxy are there up r
to the 12.0 mag. ?

9. During totality of a lunar eclispe the moon may be how many times
fainter than before the beginning of the eclipse ? '<

10. The Julian period began at the date :;•



11. The limiting magnitude for an 8-inch reflector is
approximately .

12. The sunspot cycle is about how many years long ?

13. The cycle of the tilting of Saturn's rings takes
approximately years ?

: '-
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14. The Apennine Valley is miles long and ______ miles deep ?

15. What is the longitude of Edmonton, Alberta ?

Answers to be found elsewhere in Stardust*.

Astronomical Gossip #3

Did you know that

..... if you multiply the height of the Pyramids at CHEOPS,
by one thousand millions, you get one A.U. (93 mil. miles).

20% of all stars are identical to our own sun in size, ,,
luminosity and chemistry.

. the sixth president of the U.S.A., (John Quincy Adams)
said: one can judge the culture of a nation by the condition
of its astronomical observatories".

..... astronomy is one of whet is called 'Pure Science".

. it was Sir Isaac Kenton, who first derived the laws of
force and motion.

the Chinese were the first ones who built the first
observatory with instruments.

•''" -•'..,• ,•„• .; i •;;;.-: ,

..... Proxima Centauri is about the size of Jupiter.

..... about 24,000.000 visible meteors hit the earth each
24 hours. Include the invisible ones and the number would be
about 8 billions.

.

Holmes comet (1892), had a coma of 1,4000,000 miles dia.

the sunspots were observed as far back as 28 B.C. by the
Chinese,

A\i- ,.•••

M. Dostai

News of the Month •••' (•••'•' •

A new and very powerful radio source has been detected in the
recently discovered Galaxy KTP - 109. Dubbed a "bogar by its
discoverer, Dr. Helmut Tengel, who discovered the new galaxy, the object

•

.::
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is emmitting cosmic hiss, hourly traffice reports, and talk shows in the
lower part of the AM radio band. In the course of visual observations,
Tengel discovered a unique pulsing red shift, and has come to the conclusion
that the object is the source of quasi-intelligent life.

(Reprinted from the National Lampoon, December 1970 issue).

Answers to Astronomical Quiz

1.] Andromeda
3. July 10, 1972
5. 1.000

7. True

9. 100,000 times fainter
11. 13.8

13. 29-1/2 years

15. .

Observing Notes For February

2. Yes

4. -12.7

6. 27d07h 43 min. 12 sec.

8. 5 = I:.G.C. 224, 221, 205, 185,

10. Jan. 1, 4713 B.C.
12. 11 years
14. a. 80 miles

b. approximately 2 miles

Mercury
Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Is too close to the sun for observation

It is a morning star, rising two or three hours
before the sun. "3.9

In Scorpius and Ophiuchus, it rises about five
hours before the sun. +1.2
In Scorpius, it rises about siz hours before the
sun, ,-1.6
In Aries, close to the meridian at sunset and sets
about midnight. +0.5

The Moon '

First Quarter on.,the 2, Full Moon on the 10, Last Quarter on the
18, New lit an on the 25.

On the night of February 9-10 we will be able to view a total
lunar eclipse.

Moon enters umbra

Totality begins
Middle of Eclipse
Totality ends
Moon leaves umbra

10:52 MST

12 03 MST

12:45 MST

1:26 MST

2:37 MST

The following, information may have some scientific falue. (Sky
and Telescope Jan. 1971).

1. Coloration. The changing colors of various parts of the moon are
worth recording. .How do the hues compare as seen with the naked eye and
instruments of various sizes ? Labeled color sketches are helpful.

.T.\ '
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2. How dark an eclipse ? Total eclipses at which the moon passes
centrally through the earth's shadow are generally darker than others, but
there are deviations that some (but not all) astronomers believe are,
correlated with the solar cycle. Visual observers are therefore urged to
estimate the February eclipse on the five point scale devised by Andre'
Danjon:

L = 0; Very dark eclipse, moon almost invisible, especially in
mid-totality.

L = 1: Dark eclipse, gray or brownish coloration, details
distinguishable only with difficulty.

L m 2; Dark red or rust-colored eclipse, with very dark
central part in the shadow, and the outer edge »f the
umbra relatively bright.

L = 3; Brick-red eclipse, usually with a bright or yellow
rim to the shadow.

L = 4': Very bright conper-red or orange eclipse, x*ith a bluish
very bright shadow rim.

The desired observation consists simply of judging which one of
these descriptions most nearly matches the moon at or near mid-eclipse.
Record the time, and specify the optical aid used, if any.

Bow much lunar surface detail can .be..seen inside the shadow with
your telescope ? At some eclipses small craters remain visible right through
totality, but at certain others even the outlines of the maria become un
recognizable.

3. Penumbra. Time the first visibility of the penumbral shading
before the partial eclipse begins, and its last visibility after the moon
leaves the umbra. Binoculars of a finder are probably better for this
purpose than the naked eye. During partial eclipse, try estimating the
width of the visible penumbral shading as a fraction of the lunar disk
diameter.

4. Greater timings. As part of a program fro determining the size
and shape of the earth's shadow at this eclipse, observers are asked to
time when the 15 creaters enter and leave the umbra. They are 1, Grimaldi
(dark), 2, Aristarchus (very bright); 3, Kepler- 4, Copernicus (large);
5, Pytheas (small bright); 6, Timocharis 7, Tycho (bright, ray center):;
8, Plato (large, dark)" 9, Aristoteles;; 10, Eudoxus: 11, Manilius: 12,
Menelaus (bright)? 13, Piinius; 14, Taruntius (indistinct bright ring);
15, Proclus (very bright).

The desired observations consist of timing to the nearest 0.1
minute when the edge of the shadow passes through the center of each craterr.
In the case of a large crater, such as Tycho or Plato, record the two times
when the shadow edge first reaches the crater.rim and when it reaches the
opposite rim; the average of these times tells when the crater center was
passed.
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Predictions by the Belgian astronomer Jean Meeus give the follow
ing approximate intervals in minutes from the end of totality to the
emergence of the crater named; Aristarchus, 8' Kepler, 14; Plato and
Pytheas, 20; Copernicus, 23; Tycho, 35; and Plinius, 46. (There are no
predictions for the other eight features).

For these observations, a 2- or 3-inch refractor or a 4- to 6-
inch reflector is excellent. The clock or watch used should be checked
against WWV radio time signals or their equivalent. If the observer is
unfamiliar with the moon's craters, it is wise to spend some time before
the eclipse in identifying the program features.

Valuable information about the size of the earth's shadow can
also be obtained from timings to 0.1 minute of the four contacts; 1, moon
enters umbra. Fairly reliable contact timings can probably be made with
binoculars, if the clock or watch has been checked by radio time signals.

December

Editor: Brian Dowling
Assistant Editor: Keith Enhagen
Printing and
Distribution: Brian Dowling

Keith Enhagen
3ob Blaxley
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If anyone did not receive their January issue of 'Stardust'
contact Brian Dowling who has some extra copies.
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